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Outlook and Lotus Notes are available with their own advantages and disadvantages in online
marketplace. As the main property of Lotus Notes is providing high level of data security but it is
equipped with typical technicalities so less techie persons cannot use it handily. IBMÂ® Lotus Notes
is optimized by most of the establishments who want to defend their data from unauthorized access
but, company that is following application needs to train all employees otherwise, they will definitely
face difficulties to deal with emailing client. As well as it requires high maintenance cost that is why
users wish to use advance software for NSF to PST conversion to perform NSF file Lotus Notes
conversion into PST Outlook PST format.

Inbuilt Utilities Do Not Perform Successfully

Outlook 2002 Connector is an inbuilt utility for NSF to PST conversion which is specifically contrived
to convert Lotus Notes data into Outlook PST files. But, it might be reason of data loss from Lotus
Notes files. Most of the time it is seen that to-do lists of Lotus Notes account gets altered after using
this utility. Contents, body date, and many other elements of Lotus Notes to-dos destructed by such
utilities so, it is better to go with affordable, reliable, and intelligent outside tool for shifting bulk Lotus
Notes data into Outlook format.

Why Alteration Happens In To-dos

Marking specified tasks along with to-dos is the main reason behind this change in due date and
contents of MSÂ® Outlook to-dos body and now if you try to access older entry in Outlook profile, you
will not get the same original contents of Lotus Notes data and these to-dos will show other
recurring items in the given series on same date. This instance and all future instances, such errors
might come across in front of you after using Outlook 2002 Connecter. So it is better to optimize
advance software for NSF to PST conversion with which you can effortlessly shift bulk amount of
NSF files to Outlook PST format.

Optimize Tested Solution For NSF PST Conversion

To get rid of all the problems happened by using non-professional solution for shifting NSF data into
PST, users must use simple, advanced, and reliable solution that will not change any original
attribute of NSF files. Export Notes is advance software for (http://www.convertnsftopst.com/access-
lotus-notes-email) Access Lotus Notes Email with which users can easily convert entire content of
NSF file to PST without losing original attributes of objects.
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